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Some History

As early as 1964, Dr. Mildred Seelig showed that
calcium intake can be a factor in the body’s retention
of dietary magnesium.1 This magnesium pioneer later
considered the possible impact of high calcium with
low magnesium intakes on heart and blood-vessel
health,2, 3 and her predictive work was shown to be
a serious consideration in 1978 when a population’s
calcium-to-magnesium intake ratio was found to be
associated with rates of heart disease death.4
The Two-to-One Ratio

The 2-to-1 calcium-to-magnesium ratio (2:1) was
first suggested by the French magnesium researcher
Jean Durlach5 as a high limit not to be exceeded, when
he warned against excessive calcium relative to magnesium intakes; that is, one’s calcium intake from all
sources including food, water and supplements should
not exceed one’s total magnesium intake by more than
2 parts calcium to 1 part magnesium on a weight basis.
Thus, if one’s total magnesium intake per day is 300 mg,
one’s total calcium intake for that day should not exceed
600 mg, according to Durlach. This would be a high level
of calcium for the level of magnesium, not to be exceeded,
according to this early and often-quoted recommendation.
A lower calcium-to-magnesium ratio is thus safe, such as a
one-to-one ratio or even less in some times of life or therapy.
It is important to note that this ratio is for weights of
elemental calcium and elemental magnesium, not the
weights of their compounds. It is also for all sources
of calcium and magnesium intakes including food,
water and supplements.
Calcium Cannot Be Optimally Utilized
without a Proper Balance of Magnesium

Magnesium and calcium are two sides of a physiological
coin: they are antagonistic to one another yet operate as
a team. For example:

• Calcium exists mainly outside the cells, whereas almost
all magnesium is found inside the cells.
• Calcium excites nerves; magnesium calms them down.
• Calcium with potassium makes muscles contract, but
magnesium is necessary for muscles to relax.
• Calcium is necessary to the clotting reaction—essential
for wound healing—but magnesium keeps the blood
flowing freely and prevents abnormal thickening when
clotting reactions would be dangerous.
• Calcium is mostly found in the bones and gives them
much of their hardness, whereas magnesium is found
mainly in soft structures. Bone matrix, the soft structure within bone, contains protein and magnesium
and gives the bones some flexibility and resistance to
brittleness.6
Without Adequate Magnesium, Too Much Calcium
May Cause Damage to the Cells and the Body

Scientific study shows more and more that the underlying cellular change enabling the “fight or flight” stress
response in the body is a low magnesium-to-calcium
ratio caused by a large and sudden influx of calcium
into the cells. The stress response subsides when the
cells’ magnesium returns to its dominant presence inside the cells, moving extra calcium back to its “normal”
position, thus restoring the cells’ natural ratio.

The 2-to-1 calcium-to-magnesium ratio
(2:1) was first suggested by the French
magnesium researcher Jean Durlach as a
high limit not to be exceeded, when
he warned against excessive calcium
relative to magnesium intakes; that is,
one’s calcium intake from all sources
including food, water and supplements
should not exceed one’s total magnesium
intake by more than 2 parts calcium to 1
part magnesium on a weight basis.

A low magnesium condition can be exacerbated by a
high intake of calcium—promoted heavily today by
many health professionals. Calcium cannot be optimally
utilized without a proper balance of magnesium, and
a high calcium intake without adequate magnesium
nutrition and/or status can further drain any reserves
of magnesium. Calcium is necessary at the cellular
level for muscles to contract, for nerves to fire, for
hormones to be secreted, and for the inflammation
response to initiate. But calcium needs to be balanced
with magnesium. If you take in too much calcium and
too little magnesium over an extended time period and
a cellular/physiological imbalance between calcium and
magnesium occurs, what can happen is the excited
firing state of biochemistry of the cell will tend to
remain that way. In a stress situation, such as exercising more vigorously than usual or when someone is
suddenly and unexpectedly frightened, muscle cells,
nerve cells, hormone secreting cells or the inflammation
response can go into an overreaction mode—the fight
or flight mode. Without magnesium they don’t come
back down to a resting state; they stay excited in that
firing mode.
If calcium levels inside a cell get especially high because
of low magnesium, the cell physically changes. High
calcium tends to make things stiff and hard. But if soft
tissue begins to get hard, it is a problem—the problem
of calcification. In artery and heart cells, the stiffness
caused by calcification hampers proper function and
can lead to heart disease.
Calcium is an important essential nutrient, but it must
be balanced by adequate magnesium or it may cause
damage to the cells and the body as a whole.
Can there be too much magnesium and too little calcium?
Of course. In this age of highly processed foods and
the liberal use of essential nutrient supplementation,
imbalances are always possible. A practicing physician or
health professional must always be open to this possibility. This is especially difficult, as symptoms of “too
much” of an essential nutrient often mimic symptoms
brought on by “too little” of the same nutrient. But at
this time, with a largely low magnesium diet and a

general recommendation, especially to women, that
they supplement their calcium, the imbalance of too
much calcium to too little magnesium is one to regularly consider.7
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